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Many of the ideas I had about Collaborative Lesson Planning I thought were original may have been for me, but not
for humans. I'd like to find those things and build upon them.

I hope to teach Collaborative Lesson Planning again in the next round of P2PU courses in January, 2010. Might also
want to take this course: Composing free and open online educational resources 2011 offered at the same time.

Get ideas from
• User:Leighblackall:

• Going naked - Openism and freedom in academia
• Composing educational resources

• UCI OpenCourseWare
• Online Instructor Training [1]

• The Open University OpenLearn Learning Space
• Creating open educational resources [2]

• LeMill
• Learning resources and copyright [3]

• Composing free and open online educational resources
• Composing free and open online educational resources/Critique and feedback

• Hewlett Foundation page on Open Educational Resources. WikiEducator
[http://wikieducator.org/OER_Handbook OER Handbook [4]

• Richard Baraniuk
• TED Talk [5] via COERLL [6]

• professors from kyoto to cambridge building an electrical engineering textbook
• create, mix, rip, burn

• move pub to comm authored materials that're modular, or published to individual class
• So, what we have to do is get it right from the very beginning and what we have to do is find an intellectual

property framework that makes sharing safe, and makes it easily understandable, and the inspiration here is
taken from open-source software, things like Linux and the GPL.

• anyone develop their own peer-review process
• How to Learn Something for Nothing [7] via Richard B. [8]

• Cape Town Open Education Declaration [9]:
Unlocking the promise of open educational resources and its signers, incl.

• Dr Panagiota Alevizou [10]

• Open Education Resources: An Overview for Teachers [11]

• Teachers w/o borders
• http:/ / www. teacherswithoutborders. org/ resources/ open-educational-resources

• w:Open Educational Resources
• Why remix an Open Educational Resource? [12]

• Free to Learn Guide [13]

• connexions [14]

• http:/ / siyavula. org. za/ downloads/
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Ready for Students to Start Next Course
• Review/case-study of round 1 of collab lesson planning
• intro to concept written out w/ref's to a lot of the stuff above

ideas
• direct the course more towards tefl teachers?

cf.
• For Exposure, Universities Put Courses on the Web [15] By, D.D. GUTTENPLAN
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